c apture a life story

Newsletter - May 2015

Visit us at an upcoming craft fair or summer festival!

Greetings!
First of all, thank you for your continued interest and support for Memoir for
Me. This whole business launch has been a rollercoaster, but one that has
been made easier and a lot more fun with the support of friends and family.
Along with this heat and customary rain showers, spring has brought Memoir
for Me writing workshops to local library branches and senior centers in the
Chicagoland area. I've had the pleasure to work with and be inspired by many
people who understand the importance of documenting their lives or the lives
of those they love. Though I would love all your business, I'm here to
encourage anyone to capture their own life story - with or without my help!
Visit the Workshop pages of our website for upcoming dates or to schedule
one for your work or social group.

Featured Story: Dax Weitekamper
Dax Weitekamper has a pretty cool mom. She's done
what many parents wish they remembered to do;
she's written down all the funny things her son has
said in his early years. Better yet, she let Memoir for
Me compile all these funny sayings into a surprise
book for Dax's dad!
Dax (age 3-5) on the passage of time:
"Sometimes we have little days."
"I think the moon has gone home."
"Kids get taller and taller, but adults get fatter and fatter, right?"
Thanks to Shannon for letting us create this fun book!

_____________________________________________________________
Thanks for reading! Remember, Mother's Day is this Sunday and Father's Day
is around the corner, June 21st. Memoir for Me can create a gift mom, dad,
grandma or grandpa will never forget. Contact us for more details.

We dropped our prices! Visit our website for more information! »
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